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Abstract

Given a polygonal channel between obstacles in the plane or in space, we present an algo-
rithm for generating a parametric spline curve with few pieces that traverses the channel
and stays inside. While the problem without emphasis on few pieces has trivial solutions,
the problem for a limited budget of pieces represents a nonlinear and continuous (‘infi-
nite’) feasibility problem. Using tight, two-sided, piecewise linear bounds on the potential
solution curves, we reformulate the problem as a finite, linear feasibility problem whose
solution, by standard linear programming techniques, is a solution of the channel fitting
problem. The algorithm allows the user to specify the degreeand smoothness of the solu-
tion curve and to minimize an objective function, for example, to approximately minimize
the curvature of the spline. We describe in detail how to formulate and solve the problem,
as well as the problem of fitting parallel curves, for a splinein Bernstein-Bézier form.

1 Introduction

A channelis a fat curve of varying thickness that represents a contiguous opening
between obstacle regions as depicted in Figures 1 and 14. Thechallenge is to solve
the channel problem.

Channel Problem: Given a channel, construct a spline of prescribed smoothness
and number of control points that traverses and stays strictly inside the channel.

Examples of channel problems areautomated navigation, for example, piloting a
submarine through a narrow underwater canal;fitting piping, for example, thread-
ing piping past existing structures while minimizing kinksto decrease resistance
to flow; computing free pathsfor analyzing nano-structures;designing curved cir-
cuitry; parametrizingcutter pathsso that the cutting tool avoids obstacles and sud-
den acceleration and deceleration;graph drawing, where graphs and networks have
to be laid out for better visualization. Many of these tasks are too large or time-
constrained for human intervention, say moving control points and visually check-
ing for interference in the 2D projections.
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Fig. 1. (left:) A narrow planar channel traversed by an approximately curva-
ture-minimizing planar spline. (right:) A helical 3D channel (transparent, alternately dark
and light gray rendered) that is traversed by a space curve whose Bézier control points are
indicated as black squares.

The channel problem can be trivial or extremely difficult depending on the smooth-
ness requirements and the number of pieces prescribed. On one hand, if the budget
is no concern and the curvature distribution and optimal smoothness are not cru-
cial, naive approaches work; for example, rounding off the piecewise linear chan-
nel center curve, or using one higher-degree polynomial piece per channel segment
and Hermite-interpolating heuristically derived values at the channel breakpoints.
On the other hand, if the clearances are tight and few spline pieces are needed, the
exact constraints of the channel problem are nonlinear and continuous (also called
infinite), in that we need non-interference for every parameter value. Off hand,
without additional structure, such problems do not have a bounded complexity and
are not tractable algorithmically. In our approach, we dealwith tight clearances and
few pieces by approximating the exact contraints. We approximate safely from one
side so that our output is certified to be a solution. In the process, we will miss solu-
tions, but only solutions that ana posterioritest, based on the same tight bounding
constructs, would also not be able to certify as solutions.

Since continuous, nonlinear optimization is known to be difficult, we need only
elaborate on the second claim that atrial-and-error approachwith automatic re-
finement of the spline will likely
— generate many more spline control points than necessary, and hence increase the
cost for downstream processing, and
— introduce unnecessary oscillations into the spline path.
Moreover, the cost of checking non-interference is not negligible and comes with
the same trade-off: less sophisticated tests are faster butyield poorer results in the
number of pieces and quality of the resulting curve. Figure 2illustrates this point
with an approach that would, at first sight, appear to be ‘reasonably ok in prac-
tice’. The steps are: generate points on the central axis of the channel, construct
an interpolating spline curve, test for interference and refine or coarsen. There are
many possible interpretations of this general recipe and possibly one that works
better than the specializations we tried. The examples in Figure 2, use chordlength
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Fig. 2. Anaive approach to the channel problem: spline interpolation of the channelcenter
line with an increasing number of curve pieces. The rightmost channel shows additionally
the cubic spline control polygon. The arrow indicates that the spline control polygon does
not stay inside the channeland therefore still cannot certify that the curve lies inside the
channel.

parametrization, Matlab’s cubicspline routine and uniform refinement. After
two refinements, the 12 polynomial pieces of the curvevisuallyfit into the channel.
But the spline control polygon does not lie inside. That means that a control-point
based test, such as checking the convex hull, would report interference and trigger
a third refinement. Also note the oscillations in the spline.The strategy proposed in
this paper returns the sinle polynomial curve piece sketched in Figure 3 below and
shown in detail in Figure 12, page 16. The solution process alsocertifiesthat the
curve lies in the channel.

channel curve in sleeve curve in channel

Fig. 3. Thebasic idea. Given the (simple 2D) channel (left), a piecewise linear enclosure
or sleeve for a candidate curve is constructed (middle) and the problem is solved by fitting
the sleeve into the channel (right).
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Our approach to solving the channel problem is to construct a(piecewise linear)
sleeve around a candidate space curve; then it is sufficient to constrain this sleeve
– rather than the original nonlinear curve – to stay within the channel as illustrated
in Figure 3. Carefully formulated, this approximation results in a linear feasibil-
ity problemthat is solvable as a Linear Program, say by the simplex method. (An
alternative formulation, as semi-definite programming problem, will not be consid-
ered here.) A solution to the linear feasibility problem solves the original problem
and, due to the tightness of the sleeve that we use, only solutions with very low
clearance are missed. The missed solution curves are exactly those that also thea
posteriori intersection test, based on piecewise linear enclosure of the curve with
the same granularity, would miss. (Note that testing intersection with Newton’s
method would only be safe if we used interval arithmetic [7].Efficient interval
arithmetic, in turn, depends on tight piecewise linear enclosures.) That is, a solu-
tion curve that would be missed by the proposed approach would also be declared
‘potentially intersecting’ by ana posterioritest of the same granularity.

While the channel problem only asks for a feasible curve, we can add optimality
and uniqueness by augmenting the feasibility problem with alinear (or quadratic)
optimization function. The result is the standard linearlyconstrained minimization
problem:

min f(b) subject to linear equality and inequality constraints.

The structure of the paper is as follows.
In Section 2, we review and select a sleeve.
In Section 3, we define spline, sleeves and parameterization.
In Section 4, we list the constraints in full detail.
In Section 5, we add an objective function.
In Section 6, we specialize the setup to 2D and parallel curveproblems.
In Section 7, we illustrate the approach with several examples.

2 Bounding constructs and related work

Construction of a sleeve around the spline curve is equivalent to enclosing the spline
curve with linear pieces. However, in the channel problem, the coefficients of the
spline curve are unknown and sought as the solution of the feasibility problem.

Fig. 4.Enclosures based on control points: (from left to right:) cubic curve with control
polygon, axis-aligned box, bounding circle, Filip [5] (scaled by 1/2), bounding ellipse [17],
convex hull and8-dop [1,8,9], oriented bounding box [6], fat arc [15], 3-pieceslefe [?].
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cross-section

c-piece

c-segment

channel

normal normal

Fig. 5. Components of a channel. (left) An entire helix-shaped channel viewed from the
top. (right) A close-up view of two c-segments with the front cross sections emphasized by
thick lines.

Therefore one would like the enclosure to have three properties.

(i) The enclosure should depend linearly on the coefficientsof the spline represen-
tation.

(ii) The enclosure should be as narrow as possible.
(iii) The enclosure should be refinable to adaptively adjustto where the channel is

particularly narrow or tricky to navigate.

The literature offers many choices of enclosures or bounding constructs that could
in principle be used to construct a sleeve (see Figure 4). However, requirement
(i) rules out oriented bounding boxes and convex hull based approaches, or build-
ing a local coordinate system and bounding box in the normal direction [10]. In
fact, Figure 12 illustrates that these enclosures are not sufficiently narrow even for
simple channels. Requirement (ii) rules out the use of even looser bounding con-
structs such as bounding spheres and axis-aligned boundingboxes. The best match
of linearity, tightness and refinability for the channel problem are the enclosures
developed in [12,?]. However, even these require a smart formulation to reducethe
problem to the standard linearly constrained minimizationproblem.

For functionsin one variable, a channel problem was formulated in [11]. However,
for functions, as opposed to free-form curves, the problem is much simpler since
the parametrization is fixed and ‘above’ and ‘below’ make sense. Another closely
related class of problems appears in graph drawing [3,16]. There, however, the
emphasis is on a large number of piecewise linear curves withfew pieces.

3 Modeling the problem

We treat both the spline and the channel as a sequence ofN pieces(see Figure 5),
one to one matching each channel piece with one spline piece.A spline piece is
one polynomial piece, but a channel piece can consist ofnc segments. That is, one
spline piece can be threaded through a longer stretch of the channel. Each spline
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piece is enclosed by thene segments of its enclosing sleeve.

Since we are dealing with parametrized space curves, we needto create a corre-
spondence of spline pieces with the channel. We could do thisby explicitly match-
ing spline parameters to channel parameters, i.e. traversing in lockstep. The other
extreme is to allow any piece of the spline to be associated with any piece of the
channel. The first option is convenient for implementation since it simplifies the
constraints. However, we found that it is too restrictive: good solutions were not
found. The drawback of the second solution is not only that weneed to check ev-
ery breakpoint against every channel segment, but also thatthe curve can turn back
onto itself. We avoid both extremes by matching pieces, specifically, associating
the break points of the sleeve with specific channel segments. This allows working
locally and prevent multiple traversal of segments.

In the next two subsections, we define the channel and the sleeve in detail so that
we can formalize the correspondence of in Section 4.

3.1 Channel definition

Each channel piece, or c-piece, is a sequence ofcross-sections. A cross-section has
σ edges. For example, in Figure 5, each cross-section is quadrilateral, i.e.σ = 4.
The vertices need not be co-planar. Adjacent cross-sections span a channel seg-
ment, shortc-segment. Theσ faces of the c-segment are split into triangles with
normals consistently oriented outwards. In Figure 5,left, each c-piece consists of
two adjacent c-segments.

The cross-sections (and hence the channel segments) do not have to be convex.
However, the formulated constraints will force the curve through the (convex) in-
tersection of all the halfspaces defined by the facets of the channel segment.

In our implementation, the faces are triangulated using thesame pattern to simplify
the channel representation andσ is constant; but the channel can be designed with
different values ofσ at every cross-section and the triangulation can be arbitrary
with consistent normals.

3.2 Spline definition

For simplicity, we represent the space curve in Bézier form; it is not difficult to use
a b-spline representation instead. A polynomialb of degreed with respect to the
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interval[0..1] can be written in terms of the Bézier basis functionsBd
ℓ (t) as:

b(t) :=
d
∑

ℓ=0

bℓB
d
ℓ (t), Bd

ℓ (t) :=

(

d

ℓ

)

(1 − t)d−ℓtℓ,

where thebℓ are thecontrol points. If bℓ = (bℓ,x, bℓ,y, bℓ,z) is a three-dimensional
control point thenb(t) = (bx(t), by(t), bz(t)).

3.3 slefe definition

Our method is based onslefes (slefe is short for: subdividable linear efficient
function enclosure, and is pronounced like sleeve) developed in [12], [13], and
[?]. For polynomials of degreed in Bézier form, the upper and the lower bound-
ary of theslefe are a linear combination of piecewise linear functionsad

i andad
i ,

i = 1, . . . , d−1 (see Equation 3 or 1 below). Specificad
i andad

i have been tabulated
for various combinations ofd andne and are available for download from [18].

Sinceslefes are a relatively new construct, we give some background in the next paragraph.
This information is not necessary to useslefes in the context of this paper, but may be of
interest to some readers.

The functionsad
i andad

i bound a specific polynomialad
i of degreed from above and below

for t ∈ [0..1]:
ad

i (t) ≤ ad
i (t) ≤ ad

i (t).

The Bézier coefficients ofad
i , after scaling by the negative numberi−1

i
+ d−i−1

d−i
− 2 are

(see Figure 6 ford = 5 andi = 2)

0

i
,
1

i
, . . .

i − 1

i
,

(

i

i
=

d − i

d − i

)

,
d − i − 1

d − i
, . . .

1

d − i
,

0

d − i

It is easy to check, thatad
i is uniquely defined by the constraints

Fig. 6. Bézier coefficients ofa5
2.

ad
i (0) = ad

i (1) = 0, Dja
d
i =

{

1 if i = j

0 else
whereDjb := bj−1 − 2bj + bj+1.

For degreed = 3, ad
1 has the coefficients0,−2/3,−1/3, 0 andad

2(t) = ad
1(1 − t) so that

[

D1ad

1
D2ad

1

D1ad

2
D2ad

2

]

= [ 1 0
0 1

] . Since there are only fewad
i and these polynomials are independent
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e

e

spline segment

(slefe)
e-segment

Fig. 7. An ne = 3-pieceslefe with upper boundarye and lower boundarye. The four
Bézier control points of the cubic piece are shown as squares.

of the spline piecesb, thenarrowestenclosures have been pre-computed and tabulated once
and for all for variousne: the tables simply contain the values ofad

i andad
i atne+1 (equally

spaced) breakpoints.

The functionsad
i , ad

i are weighted by the second differencesDib and the result
is added to the linear interpolantl(b) := (1 − t)b0 + tbd of the end points. (In
general, say for a spline in B-spline form,l(b) can be chosen as any piecewise
linear approximation, for example the control polygon.) That is, on the interval
[0..1],

e ≥ b(t) ≥ e, (1)

where

e := l(b) +
d−1
∑

i=1

ad
i min{0, Dib} + ad

i max{0, Dib}

e := l(b) +
d−1
∑

i=1

ad
i max{0, Dib} + ad

i min{0, Dib}.

Note thate ande are piecewise linear sincel(b), ad
i andad

i are, but thate ande do
not linearly depend on the coefficientbi due to themin andmax selections. How-
ever, with care, we will still be able to formulate the expressions as linearinequality
constraints in Section 5. Also note that eithermin{0, Dib} = 0 ormax{0, Dib} = 0
so thate has onlyd summands.

We observe in practice that only little is lost by fitting aslefe inside the channel
rather than a spline inside the channel since the tables recording the breakpoint
values ofad

i andad
i have been pre-optimized. [14] shows that for any convex cubic

pieceb, the ratio between the tightest possible sleeve forb and theslefe e ande of
b is always less than1.07.
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3.4 Sleeve definition

Conforming to the segmentation of the channel, theslefe of each polynomial piece
is called an enclosure ore-piece(Figure 7). Each linear segment in the e-piece is
ane-segmentand there arene e-segments per e-piece. Withν ∈ {x, y} for a planar
curve orν ∈ {x, y, z} for a spatial curve, e-pieces are defined in the following
terms.

bp
ℓ,ν is theν-component of theℓth Bézier control point of thepth polynomial

piece of the solution spline curve.bp
ν (note the gap in the subscript) is

the vector whoseℓth entry isbp
ℓ,ν .

l(bp) is the linear interpolant of the first and last control pointsof the pth

polynomial piece in the solution.

ep
ν andep

ν are the the upper and lower e-pieces, respectively, of thepth polynomial
piece for theνth coordinate.

Dib
p is theith second difference of the Bézier coefficients ofbp(t):

Dib
p := bp

i−1 − 2bp
i + bp

i+1.
Theνth coordinate ofDib

p is denoted byDib
p
ν and

Dbp
ν is the vector of thed − 1 second differences ofbp

ν .

ad andad are matrices of sizene + 1× d− 1 whoseith column lists the values of
the lower, respectively upperslefe of ad

i at(s/ne)s=0,...,ne
. These values

have been tabulated [18]. Ford = 3 andne = 3, the table fori = 1 is

t = 0 1/3 2/3 1

ad
1 -.0695214343 -.4398918047 -.3153515940 -.0087327217

ad
1 0 -.3703703704 -.2962962963 0

and the table fori = 2 is mirror symmetric sincead
2(1 − t) = ad

1(t).

3.5 Correspondence: matching parametrizations of channeland spline enclosure

We parametrize the channel and theslefe so that we can locally associate c-segments
with e-segments and vice versa. The start parameter of each (c- or e-) piece ist = 0
and the end parameter ist = 1. The internal parameters increase uniformly with
the index as illustrated in Figure 8,right. Let v̂p

c be a breakpoint (on thecth cross
section of thepth piece) of the channel. Thenc

nc
is its per-piece, local parameter.

Let s := ⌈cne

nc
⌉ be the smallest integer larger thancne

nc
. Thenep

s is the sleeve’s break-
point with the smallest parameter such thats

ne
≥ c

nc
, i.e. with a parameter just to
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normalpc vp
c

ep
s

normalpc
v̂p

c

(0)

(1/3)

(2/3)

(1)

[0]

[1/4]

[1/2]

[3/4] [1]

ep
s−1

ep
s

êp

Fig. 8.Parametrization and correspondence for geometric constraints (3a)left and (3b)
right. The boxes at each enclosure breakpoint represent the2dim = 8 possible choices for
ep
s ∈ {ep

x,s, e
p
x,s} × {ep

y,s, e
p
y,s} × {ep

z,s, e
p
z,s}.

the right of c
nc

. We define the point on the sleeve corresponding tov̂p
c as

êp := uep
s−1 + (1 − u)ep

s, whereu := s − c
ne

nc

. (2)

For example, Figure 8,right (see also Figure 9,right), shows the fractional param-
eters of the c-piece in parentheses and the parameters of thecorresponding e-piece
of the sleeve in brackets forne = 4, nc = 3, c = 2, ands = ⌈c(4/3)⌉ = ⌈8/3⌉ = 3.
Thenu = s − c(4/3) = 1/3 yields êp = (ep

s−1 + 2ep
s)/3.

4 The constraint system

We can now formulate the 3D channel problem as a linearly constrained feasibility
problem for fitting a degreed spline withN polynomial e-pieces through a channel
with N c-pieces. The following subsections make each of the constraints precise:

(1) Min-max selection of second differences.
(2) Channel correspondence and smoothness of the spline.

(3a) Sleeve corners are in the channel.
(3b) Channel corners are outside the sleeve.
(3c) slefe segment is inside the channel segment.

The constraints apply to piecesp, coefficientsℓ, differencesi, and coordinatesν:

p = 1, . . . , N, i = 1 . . . , d − 1, ℓ = 0 . . . , d, ν ∈ {x, y, z}.
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4.1 Min-Max selection

Our first challenge is to formulate themin andmax selection as linear equalities
and inequalities. To this end, we define, in addition to the unknown coefficients

bp
ℓ,ν , the auxiliary variables Dib

p, Dib
p−
ν and Dib

p+

ν .

That is, we have a total ofN × (3(d− 1) + d + 1)× dim scalar-valued unknowns,
wheredim = 3 for a space curve anddim = 2 for a planar curve. The nameDib

p−
ν

for a single, scalar unknown is somewhat lengthy, but it is precise and would appear
in code as dbm[p,i,ν]. Dib

p−
ν will play the role ofmin{0, Dib

p
ν} andDib

p+

ν will
stand in formax{0, Dib

p
ν}. That is, forp = 1..N , i = 1..(d− 1) andν ∈ {x, y, z}

we will compute a sleevẽep
ν and

˜
ep

ν

ẽp
ν := l(bp

ν) +
d−1
∑

i=1

ad
i Dib

p−
ν + ad

i Dib
p+

ν , (3)

˜
ep

ν := l(bp
ν) +

d−1
∑

i=1

ad
i Dib

p+

ν + ad
i Dib

p−
ν (4)

such that
ẽp

ν ≥ ep
ν ≥ ep

ν ≥
˜
ep

ν .

The constraints are as follows.

(1) Min-max selection of second differences: (dim×N × (d−1)×3) constraints
Dib

p+

ν ≥ Dib
p
ν andDib

p+

ν ≥ 0 andDib
p+

ν + Dib
p−
ν = Dib

p
ν

whereDib
p
ν := bp

i−1ν
− 2bp

i ν + bp
i+1ν

.

This impliesDib
p−
ν ≤ Dib

p
ν andDib

p−
ν ≤ 0 and that, for someǫp

i,ν ≥ 0,

Dib
p−
ν := min{0, Dib

p
ν} − ǫp

i,ν andDib
p+

ν := max{0, Dib
p
ν} + ǫp

i,ν .

Thereforeẽp
ν = ep

ν +
∑d−1

i=1 ǫp
i,ν(a

d
i − ad

i ) ≥ ep
ν and

˜
ep

ν ≤ ep
ν as claimed. That is,

we are potentially fitting a wider sleeve than theslefe into the channel. This is the
correct inclusion since fitting the wider sleeve guaranteesthat the narrowerslefe
of the solution curve fits; this, in turn, implies that the solution curve fits into the
channel. In fact, the objective function discussed in Section 5 will drive the sum of
theǫp

i,ν to zero.

4.2 Correspondence and Smoothness

Like all linear equality constraints, the next set of constraints could be eliminated
by substitution. The first constraint prevents a curve piecefrom freely sliding to
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ep
s

(0)

(1/3) (2/3)
(1)

[0]

[1/4]

[1/2]

[3/4]

[1]

normalpc

vp
c

(0)

(1/3)

(2/3)

(1)

[0]

[1/4] [1/2]
[3/4]

[1]

ep
s−1 ep

s
êp

channel
slefe

normalpc

v̂p
c

Fig. 9.Geometric constraints (3a)left and (3b)right. Lateral cross-section view of channel
violations to be prevented: (left) a slefe breakpoint could pierce a channel segment, or
(right) a channel breakpoint could pierce theslefe.

another c-segment (see also (3c) below).

(2) Correspondence and Smoothness: ((3N − 2) × dim) constraints
bp
0,ν = center of the starting cross-section of thepth piece.

C0 continuity:bp
d,ν = bp+1

0,ν

C1 continuity:bp
d,ν = 1

2

(

bp
d−1,ν + bp+1

1,ν

)

.

Additional constraints that can be expressed as linear equalities or inequalities, such
asC2 continuity, can be just as easily added to the system.

4.3 Interference checks

The remaining constraints combine thex, y, andz components to ensure that the
curve stays inside the channel. Here the piecewise linear nature ofeν andeν pays
off. For ep

s,ν ∈ {ep
s,ν, e

p
s,ν}, let ep

i := (ep
s,x, e

p
s,y, e

p
s,z) be one of2dim possible combi-

nations of upper or lowerslefe breakpoints for a givens (cf. Figure 8,left).

Using the parametric correspondence of Section 3.5, we can test the sign of the
signed volume of tetrahedra with one point on the e-piece anda corresponding
channel triangle as base. Equivalently, we can compute the sign of the inner prod-
uct of the triangle’s normal with the edge pointing from any of the three vertices of
the triangle to the point on the e-piece. Specifically, by keeping ep

s inside the cor-
responding channel segment, Constraint (3a) and (3c) belowmakes sure that the
sleeve does not pierce the channel. Conversely, Constraint(3b) makes sure that the
channel does not pierce the sleeve. The number of constraints can be reduced by
only testing concave, inward-pointing breakpoints of the channel. Both in (3a) and
(3b), normalpc is the outward-pointing channel normal. Note that the constraints
depend onbp

s,ν via Equation 3 on page 11.
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s−1ep
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s+1

êp

ep
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s

ep
s+1

êp

capping plane

Fig. 10.Overshooting (prevented by capping half-spaces in Constraint (3c)).

(3a) Sleeve corners in the channel: (2dim × 2σ × N × (ne + 1)) constraints
For each piece and segment, for eachep

s whereep
s,ν ∈ {ep

s,ν, e
p
s,ν} and every

triangle of the corresponding c-segment, choose any vertexvp
c of the triangle

to form the constraint (cf. Figures 8 and 9,left)

normalpc · (e
p
s − vp

c ) ≤ 0.

(3b) Channel corners outside the sleeve: (2dim × 4σ × N × (nc + 1)) constraints
At each channel cross-section, for every triangle on the twoadjacent c-segments
connected at the cross-section, choose any vertexv̂p

c on the triangle and the
point êp on the sleeve defined by Equation 2, p.10 and enforce (cf. Figures 8
and 9,right)

normalpc · (ê
p − v̂p

c ) ≤ 0.

By constrainingone interior point êp := uep
s−1 + (1 − u)ep

s of the line segment
from ep

s−1 to ep
s to lie in both (extended) channel segments, (3b) actually enforces

that the whole segment lies inside the channel, providedep
s−1 andep

s do. This is
remarkable since testing to which side of a facet of the sleeve the point̂vp

c lies (in
order to rule out that it pierces the sleeve) is off-hand not linear in the unknowns: it
is a constraint on the sign of the signed volume of the tetrahedra where three points
lie on the unknown sleeve and the fourth point isv̂p

c . Effectively, the formulation
(3b) reduces a nonlinear to a linear constraint!

There is one final consideration: Constraint (3a) only confines ep
s to the tunnel-

like intersection of the halfspaces forming the corresponding c-segment. We still
need to cap off this tunnel to prevent overshooting, as illustrated in 2D in Figure
10, left. That is, aslefe breakpoint could satisfy (3a) but lie outside the channel.
The planes of the next and previous c-segment that cap off thetunnel are those
whose normal forms a sharp angle with the lateral, non-cross-section edges of the
c-segment oriented froms − 1 to s. At thesth cross-section, the normals must be
nearly aligned with the oriented lateral edges; at thes−1st cross-section they must
be nearly opposite to the oriented lateral edges.

(3c) slefe inside channel segment: (2dim × {2 + 2} × N × ne) constraints
For eachep

s whereep
s,ν ∈ {ep

s,ν , e
p
s,ν} and every capping plane (with normal

normalpj ) of the c-segment, choose any vertexvp
c in the capping plane to form
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the constraint
normalpc · (e

p
s − vp

c ) ≤ 0.

We observe that for any curve violating (3c) there appears tobe another feasible
curve with lower sum of absolute second differences (Figure10, right without the
loop) that can be obtained by purely local operations. Givenour choice of objective
function in Section 5 below, this explains why we have never observed Constraint
(3c) taken on.

5 The objective function

The standard Linear Program has the form

min f(b), subject to linear equality and inequality constraints.

The previous section listed the constraints (1,2,3a,3b,3c) and we may add an ob-
jective functionf . (If there is no objective function, then the problem is called a
linear feasibility problem.) A possible choice forf is to minimize the sum of the
absolute second-differences, penalizing loops and oscillations. SinceDib

p+

ν ≥ 0,
Dib

p−
ν ≤ 0, andDib

p+

ν + Dib
p−
ν = Dib

p
ν , we have thatDib

p+

ν − Dib
p−
ν is mini-

mal if one ofDib
p+

ν andDib
p−
ν is zero and the other equalsDib

p
ν , or, equivalently,

|Dib
p
ν | = Dib

p+

ν − Dib
p−
ν . Hence, to minimize kinks, we choose the objective

function
N
∑

p=1

d−1
∑

i=1

∑

ν∈{x,y,z}

Dib
p+

ν − Dib
p−
ν .

This problem can now be handed to a standard linear constraint solver, say solvers
that use the interior point method or the simplex method. If the problem has no
solution, some solvers return an answer minimizing infeasibility and a list of vio-
lated constraints. This indicates the location where to increase the degreed or the
number ofslefe segmentsne, or to decrease the number of channel segmentsnc

per piece.

6 Specialization to planar channels and extension to parallel curves.

A 2D channel has an upper and a lower piecewise linear boundary (with normals
oriented outwards). Theslefe stays within such a planar channel if we enforce
a simplified version of (3a) and (3b). We arbitrarily name onechannel boundary
‘upper’ and the other ‘lower’,normUpperp

c andnormLowerp
c their normals and
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Fig. 11. Twoparallel planar curves traversing channels. (left) a spline and its offset avoid-
ing an inner and an outer channel boundary, (right two) a channel with long sections and
sharp turns with detail enlarged.

upperp
c andlowerp

c their respective breakpoints. Then (3a) and (3b) become

normUpperp
c · (e

p
s − upperp

c ) ≤ 0, normLowerp
c · (e

p
s − lowerp

c ) ≤ 0,

normUpperp
c · (ê

p − upperp
c ) ≤ 0, normLowerp

c · (ê
p − lowerp

c ) ≤ 0.

The formulation of the 2D problem can be adapted to thread multiple parallel
curves through a channel. For example, to thread two parallel curves, widthw apart,
the constraints for the upper channel change to:

normUpperp
c · (e

p
s − upperp

c ) ≤ w, normUpperp
c · (ê

p − upperp
c ) ≤ w.

This results in a spline solutionp1(t) with a buffer distance ofw between the
curve and the upper channel. Since(w normUpperp

c ) · normUpperp
c = w, this

is effectively equivalent to narrowing the channel byw. Then, a second curve
p2(t) := p1(t) + wn̂(t) can fit through the channel, wherên(t) is the normal at
p1(t) oriented toward the upper channel. Sincep2 is an offset curve, it is in general
not polynomial [4]. Moreover, offset curves are smooth onlyif w is smaller than the
smallest radius of curvature ofp1; otherwise self-intersections have to be trimmed
off and smoothed out. Of coursew could also be chosen asw(t) with a varying, but
prescribed value.

7 Examples

The examples throughout the paper were run on a Pentium 4 2.4GHz with 512
MB RAM using the freely available open-sourcePCx [2] linear constraint solver.
The constraints were automatically generated by a script oninput of the channel
vertices.

Figure 12 demonstrates that a fit based on bounding the control polygon would not
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be able to generate our tight solutions to the channel problem even after subdivision.

The channel in Figure 13,left consists of twelve c-segments. To accommodate the
sharp turns while maintainingC1 continuity, we chosenc = 1, i.e. one polynomial
per c-segment. Formulated in 3D (the channel has ‘depth’ perpendicular to the
viewing direction), the problem was solved in 0.24 seconds.

Both Figure 5,right and Figure 13,right consist of twenty segments. The solu-
tion spline is of degreed = 4, nc = 2 and one polynomial piece fits each pair
of c-segments. The solution time varies with the narrownessof the channel: 2.64
seconds for the left and 3.42 seconds for the right example inFigure 13.

Fig. 12. Solution curve for a2D channel. The Bézier control points are indicated as black
squares. (left) The control polygon of the solution lies well outside the channel although the
slefe fits within. (right) Also after subdivision, the control polygon of the solution exceeds
the channel boundaries.

Fig. 13. (left) A 2D channel with 1 c-segment per c-piece. (c-pieces alternate in color).
There is one piece of degree 3 per c-piece. (right) A 3D channel with two c-segments per
c-piece. The spline curve is of degree 4.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Fig. 14. (a) Robot faced with obstacles. (b) Abstraction of the problem by defining a chan-
nel. (c) Solution of the channel problem (with offsets). (d)Robot path (black, smooth
curve).

The final example is Figure 14. Here a safe, smooth path for a (0.96-unit wide)
robot is computed. The top-left image shows the obstacles. As a first step, an chan-
nel is traced through the obstacles so that our path-fitting method can be applied.
The bottom-left shows the spline path fit through the channelmaintaining a0.48-
unit buffer on either side. The bottom-right shows the robotat equal parameter
increments traversing the environment.

8 Summary

The sleeve-based approach may be viewed as bridging a gap between techniques
of computational geometry and geometric design since we tightly link linear dis-
crete with non-linear continuous representations. While the constraints appear at
first sight complex, they are all necessary toguaranteecorrectness while allowing
for a wide range of solutions with flexible parametrization within each segment for
parametric space curves. Although costlier than naive approaches, the overall op-
timization framework has the advantage of providing an objective function to pick
solutions with preferred properties.
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